



MONDAY ... 10:00 A.M.





Ma rsha I of the Day
Colonel Robert E. Tucker, United States Army
The University Band
The National and University Colors
The President of the University
The Trustees of the University and Official Guests
The Vice Presidents, the Provost, Dean of Women, Dean of Men,
Dean of Admissions and Registrar, and Comptroller
The Deans of the Colleges and Other Administrative Offiicals
The Members of All-University Units
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Commerce
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Law
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Commerce
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
ORDER OF EXERCISES
PRESIDENT FRANK GRAVES DICKEY, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL
INVOCATION: GOD IS MY SHEPHERD Dvorak
Aimo Klvlnlemt
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS Leo M. Chamberlain, Vice President
REMARKS President Dickey
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDS President Dickey
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATING CLASS Dr. Chamberlain










LYLE RAMSAY DAWSON, Acting Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
NAME
tRobert Lee Collier" * .
Dissertation: "The Kentucky Court of Appeals, Religion, and
Schools: 1891-1960"
Samuel Wilson Dry" Greenville, N. C.
Dissertation: "A Study to Determine the Relative Effectiveness of Three
Teaching Methods for a Beginning Course in Business
law et the College Level"
Robert L Goodpaster" Paris
Dissertation: "A Study of Policies and Procedures for Determining
Salaries and Promotions in Rank for the College of Arts
and Sciences University of Kentucky"
Oscar Henry Gunkler** Berea
Dissertation: "A Study of Effects of a Daily Intensive Physical Education
Program on a Group of High School Students"
John Dean McCrary* Lexington
Dissertation: "The Status of Farm Mechanics Instruction in Vocational
Agriculture in Kentucky, with Emphasis on the Utilization
and Justification of Farm Mechanics Facilities"
Euclid Leon Porter, Jr.** Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of Provisions for Superior Science Students in
Selected Kentucky Public High Schools"
Frisby Davis Smith Salem, Va.
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Evaluations Made by Selected Virginia
Elementary Teachers of Their Pre-Service Professional
Preparation"
.................................................................... Lexington
Dissertation: "Programs of Preparation for School Administration in
Negro Graduate Schools"
Horace Edward Tate" Elberton, Ga.
Dissertation: "Some Characteristics and Perceptions of the Negro





CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Herbert A Aurbach** Sociology Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dissertation: "An Empirical Study in the Application of the Folk-Urban
Typology to the Classification of Social Systems"
Carl Edward Beqlev" Psychology Danville
Dissertation: "A Study of Frudian Symbolism Using the Semantic Dif-
ferential"
John Wayne Boring* Physics Lexington
Dissertation: "Gamma-Ray Differential Cross Sections from Inelastic
Neutron Scattering"
Jay Brasch Chemistry Lexington
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Pyrolysis of Cycloalkanopyrroles"
Charles Hugh Chaney Animal Husbandry Murray
Dissertation: "A Study of a Selected Group of Iron Compounds and Their
Hematinic Properties for Preventing Baby Pig Anemia"
t Awarded posthumously.
1< Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Leonard Preston Curry History .





Betty Charles Detwiler" * Mathematics Eminence
Dissertation: "A Variational Method for Functions Convex in the
Direction of the Imaginary Axis and Related Functions"
William Edward Eckhardt* Psychology Bowling Green
Dissertation: "Self-Acceptance and Mental Health"
Lowell Don Grinninger* Chemistry Cincinnati, O.
Dissertation: "N-Sulfinyl Amines. Effect of Structure on the Alcoholysis
Reaction"
Charles A Haertzen Psychology Lexington
Dissertation: "A Test of a Basic Assumption of Causation in Factor
Analytic Theory: Changes in Correlation Between Re-
sponses and Changes in Factor Composition Following the
Administration of LSD"
Walter Edmund Hicks History Miami, Fla.
Dissertation: "The 97th Bombardment Group-World War II"
Joan Cook Lee" Psychology Lexington
Dissertation: "Analysis and Synthesis in Judgment"
Charles Robert Minton** Economics Norfolk, Va.
Dissertation: "Description of the Investment Compa.,y Industry, and an
Analysis of the Investment Performances, Portfolio Poli-
cies, and Practices of Twenty Selected Open-End Invest-
ment Companies"
Donald Gordon Parts" Agricultural Economics Sturgis
Dissertation: "Predicting Firm Behavior From Estimates of Input Pro-
ductivity for a Sample of Western Kentucky Farms"
Joy M. Neale Query* * Sociology Lexington
Dissertation: "A Cultural Comparison of Schizophrenia in Mountain Rural
and Metropolitan Kentucky"
William Theodore Query Psychology Lexington
Dissertation: "An Experimental investigation of Self-Disclosure and its
Effect Upon Some Properties of Psychotherapeutic Groups"
Grace Virginia Quinto Microbiology Lexington
Dissertation: "Non-Sporulating Anaerobic Bacilli of Human and Animal
Origin"
Otis Kermit Rice** History Hugheston, W. Va.
Dissertation: "Frontier West Virginia: Some Aspects of its Political,
secret, and Economic Development"
Everett C Simpson** Genetics Maysville, N.C.
Dissertation: "Semen Production and Fertility of Rams Following Ex-
posure to Controlled Ambient Temperatures"
William Tazwell Sledd Mathematics Murray
Dissertation: "Some Properties of Karamata Summability Matrices"
Richard Howard Sprague* Mathematics Cincinnati, O.
Dissertation: "Second Variations of Analytic Functions"
Poo An Thio Chemistry Bandung, Indonesia
Dissertation: "Part l. Preparation of -Keto Acids Via Grignard Reagents
Part 11. Preparation of Sulfinamides Via Grignard Reagents"
Robert Harold White Animal Husbandry Park Forest, Ill.
Dissertation: "Selection Indices for Beef Cattle"
McElwyn Dale Whiteker Animal Husbandry Cynthiana
Dissertation: "Correlation of the Various Swine Carcass Cuts and
Measurements"
Donald Dean Wilson Chemistry . Covington
Dissertation: "Investigation of the Hofmann Reaction of Perhaloaceta-
mides"
Roy Shigeki Yamahiro .. Psychology Minneapolis, Minn.
Dissertation: "The Role of Reduced Peripheral Autonomic Activity and
Intensity of the Unconditioned Stimulus in the Acquisition
and Extinction of an Avoidance Response"
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** DeQree awarded AU9ust 5! 1960.
a
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Ortis Murphy Mt. Sterling
Owtis Jewell Ragland Winchester
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJ ECT ADDRESS
Joseph Newbill Binford* History Versailles
Frank Beale Borrtes, Jr. * * History Lexington
Virginia Lee Caddell* * .Spantsh Williamsburg
William B Cammack** Economics Lexington
Larry Bernard Chasin Psychology Brooklyn, N.Y.
James William Clark Psychology Auburn, III.
Julian Harold Cohen Psychology Cincinnati, O.
Robert E Collier" * English Ashland
Laura Virginia Roberts Collins* * English Prestonsburg
John Vincent Conti Psychology New York, N.V.
Hugh Rodman Coomes, Jr.** Mathematics Fort Thomas
Walter A Dickenson" Psychology Harrogate, Tenn.
Wonmo Dong* Diplomacy and International
Commerce Seoul, Korea
Robert Lewis Donohew* Political Science Lexington
Mohamed Raja Durayni** English Damascus, Syria
John Walden Egerton* Political Science Lexington
Frank Warren Ellers English Georgetown
Elsemle Esser" Political Science .. Recklinghausen, Germany
Donald Lionel Fowler Political Science Spartanburg, S.c.
Kochuparampil Mammen George Sociology Kerala, India
Lawrence C Grebsrein" Psychology Providence, R.1.
Elliott McNeal Hill English Griffin, Ga.
Bonnie B Hume Philosophy Lawrenceburg
William Charles Inman Psychology Lexington
Maurice Ray lrvln " English Lexington
Dolores Mae Ltttle " Psychology Lexington
Robert Barton Lovejoy" English Lexington
Charles James McCormick Art Georgetown
Frank Furlong Mathias* History Lexington
Ann Chastain May* * French Louisville
Barbara Fowlkes Meadow French Lexington
Louis John Mensonides* Diplomacy and International
Commerce Modesto, Calif.
Mary Ellen Miller** English Willard
James Robert Miller, Jr. * Philosophy Versailles
George Arlington Moore English Fort Thomas
Charles T Nall** History Lexington
Dale Keith Osborne Economics Lexington
Terry Ralph Otten English Lexington
Richard Nelson Pease Psychology N. Kingstown, R.1.
Betty Sue Massengill Peters "" French Cynthiana
.. Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
.... Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Dwight Lewis Price1o1o Physical Education Lexington
Terry Porter Ragland Philosophy Owosso, Mich.
Lawrence Edwin Reed" Psychology Stockton, Calif.
Ernst G Rtemschnelder" German Lexington
Donald C Robbins History Stratford, Conn.
Martha Ann Rofinqson "" Anthropology Denver, Colo.
Barney Baer Silverman1o1o History Winchester
John Barber Simms" English Springfield
Charles J Sutherland" * Physical Education Lexington
Nancy Hamon Tinder English Lexington
Louis Charles Tstoropoulos" Physical Education Lynn, Mass.
Lois Hall Waqers" * French Lexington
Shirley Weihe* Mathematics Louisville
Avleene H Whitehead" Latin Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJ ECT ADDRESS
Thomas Jack Carrlnqton" " Geology Nicholasville
John Ransford Davls " * Physics Lexington
John Hazle Ellis* 1< Chemistry Georgetown
Gustav Joachim Eltertch"" Agricultural Economics .. Bensberg, Germany
Manuel Enrique Fiqueroa" Microbiology Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Richard Andrew Fleck Mathematics Berwyn, 111.
Donald Streeter Fullerton Geology Lexington
Cornelius D Gall, Jr Physics Lockport, N.Y.
Charles Arthur Girard" Chemistry North Adams, Mass.
Michael Howard Graslev" Chemistry Zanesville, O.
Mona June Hacvard" * Physics Lexington
Robert James Hurd" Geology Aurora, 111.
George Richard Jurch, Jr Chemistry Valrico, Fla.
Donald Ray Kelley" Chemistry Round Hill, Va.
Donald Moss Mattox1o * Physics Lexington
Paul H Moser1o Geology Lexington
Karen R Jacobs Ott Zoology Wilmore
John Andrew Pfaltzqraff" Mathematics Lexington
Ray Reed "" Anatomy and Physiology Salyersville
Ray Thomas Reynolds" * Physics Lexington
Hubert Lyle Richards" * Chemistry Russell
Robert Keep Rldlev" Zoology North Jay, Maine
William Joseph Riffe1o1o Anatomy and Physiology Danville
Donald Richard Rogers Chemistry .. . Lexington
Paul Martin Ross Physics Lexington
Peter Rays Rushbrock" Chemistry Bronxville, N.Y.
Marvin Ray Selke Animal Husbandry Laurens, Iowa
Richard Collins Sheridan" Chemistry Princeton
1< Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
.. Deqree awarded Auqust 5, 1960.
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CANDIDATES FDR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Dudly Wills Arnett * * Animal Husbandry Lubbock, Texas
Howard Norman Baker . Animal Husbandry New Castle
Charles Delmar Bennett Dairy Science Hardinsburg
Robert Kerns Berry* Animal Nutrition Mt. Olivet
Dan Wenda! Catn" * Agricultural Economics Alma
Charles William Capstick" Agricultural Economics .. Blackburn, England
Robert Malcolm Crouch** Agricultural Economics Alexandria
Ray Arvid Field* * Animal Husbandry Lexington
Howard A. L Greer" Agronomy Warrensville, N.C.
Franklin Delano Griffith** Poultry Science Morrisvale, W. Va.
John Scovill Harrison" Agronomy Lexington
Donald Wells Heilman** Dairy Science Campbellsburg
Robert Marion Huffman** Agricultural Extension Winchester
Bernard Montgomery Jones, Jr. * * Animal Husbandry Princeton
Charles Mackay* * Agricultural Economics .. Aberdeen, Scotland
Harold Franklin Miller* Agronomy Lexington
Ulrich Nebiker" * .. Agricultural Economics .. Slssach, Switzerland
Gary Charles Peterson** Animal Husbandry Oneida, Ill.
Philip Arthur Phar Animal Husbandry Lexington
John Andrew Rickett Agricultural Extension Monticello
Sam Jones Ross, Jr Agronomy Tompkinsville
Achmad Soeharjo Agricultural Economics... Bogor, Indonesia
Florentius Sudjanadi** Agricultural Economics Bogor, Indonesia
George Larkin Summers" * Animal Husbandry Glendale
Preecha Treepetch Agronomy Chiengmai, Thailand
~Charles Early Wyatt** Agronomy . Mayfield








CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Fred W Beaufait" Vicksburg, Miss.
Donald Raymond Cress** Lexington
Gilberto Isaias Cuadra" Managua, Nicaragua
Kolar Sved Abdur Rahmon Karachi, West Pakistan
Eloy Quan Sham" San Salvador, El Salvador
Robert Theodore Trautwein" Lexington
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
* * Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
1 1
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
John William Calvert" * Georgetown
James Kenzie Crutcher Lexington
John Neal Schneider Rome, N.Y.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Robert Christian Armstrong III Rogersville, Tenn.
Benjamin Todd Crutcher, III Lexington
Gordon Ray Hopkins Wheelwright
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN MINING ENGINEERING
NAME
Jack Benny Howard ........................................................................
ADDRESS
Tompkinsville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Nail George Abboud Shekka, Lebanon
Robert George Adams** Dayton, Tenn.
Blucher Allen, Jr.** Cincinnati, O.
Corinne Dowell Allen** Campbellsville
Dorothy Grugin Archer" * Frankfort
Nancy Clark Armstrong ** Lexington
Carl Cooper Ashby* * Owensboro
Mack Woodard Bailey Lexington
Ovetta Taylor Basey** Hazard
Daniel R. Baugh, Sr. * Lexington
William Clyde Blbb"" Owensboro
Bernice Boggs** , Loyall
Betty Bush Botts" * Winchester
Phvlls Susan Bradley* Paducah
Katherine Thomson Bright* Lexington
Ann Murray Brooking ** Georgetown
James Ladd Brown** ., Owensboro
Peggy Sue Brown** , Georgetown
Doris Jean Browning Columbia
Junius Earl Bryant* * Columbia
Dorothy Caldwell** Burlington
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
Alma Faye Campbell** Hazard
Lou Ellen Campbell" * Combs
Bertha Victoria Krisch Carwell" * Greencastle, Ind.
Billie D. Cawood** Cawood
Charles Roy Clark, Jr. ** Largo, Fla.
Raymond Cook * Bypro
John T Corey" * Louisville
Terry Lee Cummins Falmouth
Ivan Melford Curnutte" * Lexington
Richard Allen Davidson** Jonesville, Va.
Geneva Rae Day Lexington
Daniel Richard Deane, Jr. * Lexington
William Carol Doan "" Falmouth
Mary Ann Baker Dunbar" Knifley
Jocelyn Limerick Dunn** Stanford
Louise Gettys Dutt Lexington
Frances Kindred Eubank ** Winchester
Lelia Hazel Faulkner" Barbourville
Elizabeth Ann Foley* * Williamsburg
Ellis Green Goodloe Danville
Elhanan Pete Grigsby, Jr. ** Lexington
Robert Val Guthrie" * Lexington
Donald Andrew Haefner Cincinnati, O.
Mildred Winfrey Hale "" Russell Springs
Myrna Sue Hampton * Artemus
James Edwin Hardin** Lexington
Alice Cassell Harned" Boston
Earnestine Thorn Harned" * Frankfort
Patsey Field Hamev" * Richmond
John Edward Hills* * " Columbia, S. C.
Betty Sue Hines Lexington
Berniece Terry Hiser** Buckhorn
Virginia R Hodge** Princeton
Thelma LaVerne Holcomb** Nicholasville
Gayle Wright Horn** , Georgetown
William Rockett Houghton** Anchorage
Wilma Janetta Howard** Loulsv.lle
Frances Anna Peck Hudson" Wilmore
Linda Lee Hurst" * Miami Shores, Fla.
Donald Jay Hussey" * Lexington
James Edward lngle** Lexington
Kathryn Stackhouse Johnson ** Crestwood
Darlene Mae Justice** Pikeville
Sara Pridemore Kelley" * Anderson, Ind.
Lew Wright Kelly* * Lynch
Haldan LeRoy Kirne " Wilmore
Hall Moore Kinney* * Cynthiana
Juanita Kurtz* Lancaster
Noah E. Lambeth** Mobile, Ala.
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961-
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
Wendell Malcolm Lykins* * Louisville
Estill Mclntyre** Hazard
Hazel Riddle McKenzie* * Lexington
Wanda Rawlings Maxey* * Flemingsburg
Annie McFarland Mercer* Lexington
John Taylor Merritt** Berea
Robert E Messer, Jr.** , Walker
Minnie Pearl Miller** Cecilia
Virginia Ward Miller Jackson
Marion Denver Miniard Cornettsville
Mary Louise Huffman Miniard Pikeville
James Thomas Moore* Lexington
Mary Walton Moore , Frankfort
Ann Lyne Morgan** Adairville
Lucille Dunn Mundy** Lexington
Jane Thornburg Neff* * Mason, O.
John U. Nelson Grand Saline, Texas
Richard McDowell Nichols" * Cynthiana
Nell Scovel Noll. . Berea
Betty Brett Ogden Lexington
Guy Russell Patterson** . Cynthiana
Lois Jean Patterson . Horse Cave
Gladys Peyton" . Pleasureville
Jimmie Andre Peyton ** Georgetown
James Howard Pigman** Dema
D. Charles Pinkerton" .. Paintsville
John Henry Porter" * Nebo
Sue Boyd Poyntz* Lexington
Daniel Monroe Purdom Lexington
Suzanne Quarles" * Frankfort
Ruth Lathram Rankin** , Flemingsburg
Amy Rutherford Reeves ** Lexington
Hobert Lyndall Rich Lexington
Charles Evans Richardson** , Lexington
Garnet Fardo Sears" Falmouth
Sam Price Simpson Carrollton
Robert W. Sioane** Lexington
Eva C Smith ** Ary
Fred Homer Smith** , Quincy
John Lloyd Smith* Lexington
Darrel B. Story ** , Waynesburg
Maurice Strider" * Lexington
Marshall E. Swain . Frankfort
Louise Clark Switzer" * . .. Stamping Ground
Charlcia V. Smith Taylor** Jenkins
Grant W. Thorpe .. . Stanton
Daniel G. Tudor** Covington
Franklin Fox Vermillion** Winchester
* Degree awarded January 25,1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
Thomas Waddell** , ' Larkslane
Julian Rice Walker ,." ,.""" , , Lexington
Patsy Griggs Whittaker* " , " ,,., '" .. " Richmond
Pauline Honn Williams** ,., ,.",.".".", , , Winchester
William Trent Williams , , Sewanee, Tenn.
Ford Wilson** ,., " ",' .. '" Pineville
Jewell Morris Wilson** "" , ", Pineville
Reeda K. Reasor Wright* , Letcher
Ruby Carr Wright """, " "" , ", " ,.", Falmouth
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Joann Atcher* * , Cox's Creek
Edward Hunt Brakefield** , ,."."",."", , "", .. , Irvine
Joseph Chester Brockman** ,., ,., .. ", Lebanon
Barbara Ann Arnold Carlisle** Madisonville
A, E. Cloar** .. , Munfordville
Watson Garret Craft" * "" .. , ", ,'........................................... Florence
Bert Bailey Dillihay** " ",." , Drakesboro
Elvin E Durham** "" " """., .. , , ,., McKinney
Cecil Hall Dyer" * , .. , .. , " " " Burkesville
Martha Sue Ernst" * ", ", Owensboro
Ray Graham** " ,"" " "" Hodgenville
Kenneth Marion Harrison** '""", " "., , Owensboro
Marilyn Jo Henderson " , " ,., ,' Wingo
Marion Elton Higgs** ,." "" ,.,." , Caneyville
Mary Fearing Hills ", ", .. ""."., ",., , ",.',."" "., Ashland
Mary Dancie Hodge** " .. , .. "",., , , Princeton
Marjorie Gabbard Hylton** , Richmond
Lucy T Lisanby** " , Georgetown
Fay A, Love" * Columbus, O.
Glen Calvin Massengale** " " ,., ,.................. Paris
Gentry Neeley** ",." ,.".""" .. "" "." ,,' Fountaintown, Ind.
Ema Jean Niles" * " , Millers Creek
Foster C Pumphrey" , " Carlisle
Charles Emery Read** ,."., " .. , .. ",'., .. " ", , Hodgenville
Mancil James Vinson** , Frankfort
Mildred Carolyn Williams*"" " """ .. ".", " ".",.,.,., , .. , Taylorsville
James Clifford Wilson** ,' ,.""., .. , " ,.,., .. , ".",. Alvaton
Yuhuan Wu* ,.", , Taipei, Taiwan
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
NAME ADDRESS
Allen Randal Bruce" " ", Lexington
James Irvin Dotson , "" ", "" , ",., , Dallas, Texas
Paul Edward Fugazzi ,., .. ,., "" " "" , """", , .. Lexington
.. Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
James William Ow-ens Hazard
Visit Prasarnphanich" Bangkok, Thailand
Coleman Shrout"" Lexington
Billy Harold Sroesr " Louisville
James Wadhams Stuckert Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN LIBRARY SCIENCE
NAME ADDRESS
Sally George Btakev"" Beattyville
Barbara C. Boughton Lexington
Mary Ruth Brown" Lexington
Sarah Ann Cook Cucamonga, Calif.
Mildred Luker Gill'"'* Frankfort
Omer Hamlin, Jr.** Milligan College, Tenn.
Sallie Broadus Harper*'"' Louisville
Barbara Ann Herrington* Mechanicstown, O.
Mary Jeanette Householder·· Chattanooga, Tenn.
Harriet S. Johnson*'" Mousie
Ethel Faw Mullins Lexington
Larry Jacob Pope Brooksville
Sallie Mae Prather*· Paris
Carolyn Rasmussen Saffe!"" Baltimore, Md.
Betty Fraysure Stocum Frankfort
Linda Lou Soto·· Charleston, W. Va.
David Edwin Turner" Uniontown, Md.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
Melvin Douglas Dickinson Trenton
John Baldwin Edmondson" * Nokomis, Fla.
Sarah Baird Fouse Lexington
Ardis Brown King Lexington
Marcia Bryant Morgan"" Williamsburg
Ashley Lee Ward*" Alexandria
JoAnn Elizabeth Williams* * Madison, Ind.
William Harry Woodworth*" Ionia, Mich.
Marian Hampton Yarbrough"* Georgetown
" Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
* .. Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
MARTIN MARSHALL WHITE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Ethel N. Ambrose** History Lexington
Mark Anderson Political Science Middlesboro
Lydia Emma Arnold Psychology Franklin
David Hall Ashley Political Science Lexington
Marion Jokl Ball Mathematics Lexington
Sue E. Ball Political Science California
Jerry Ray Barton Modern Foreign Languages Alva
Marion Martin Bell Ancient Languages Cynthiana
Nancy Ellen Bidwell English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
James Roy Biggs ** Chemistry Paducah
Margaret Manning Biggs History Lexington
Joseph Brooke Blshop"" History Titusville, Pa.
Shirley Jean Boyd Radio Arts Ashland
Nancy Shelton Brandenburg English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Irvine
Evelyn Thompson Bridgforth Topical Field-Medical
Secretaryship Versailles;
Phillips Vaughan Brooks English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
...........Hugh Leonard Cannon 1'''' Arts-Law Melvin
Jackie D Carr" Sociology Tampa, Fla.
John Leslie Carter, Jr Psychology Lexington
Robert Bryan ChambJiss1'''' Arts-Medicine Hardinsburg
Joseph William Cheniae, Jr Economics Georgetown
Ann Downs Clark* English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Jessica Caroline Colpitts Psychology Washington, D.C.
Anita Carole Colvin Topical Field-Interior
Design Lexington
Philip Gordon Combs" Sociology Lexington
Bobbye Jane Connell Mathematics Shelbyville
Nancy Claire Corley History Marion
V William Moss Cox, Jr." Arts-Law Corbin
Alice Gail Creech Social Work Pennington Gap, Va.
y Lloyd Russell Cress** Arts-Law Clay City
• Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
............................. Modern Foreign Languages Oakton
.............................. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Geri Lynn Denbo Chemistry Lexington
Joy Olivia Dickens" Sociology New York, N. Y.
Harry Knight Dillard, Jr Psychology Lexington
Susan Dye Dillard History Lexington
Sue Anna Dodd** Political Science Lexington
Donald Stuart Dreyfuss Ancient Languages Buffalo, N. Y.
Barbara Katherine Evans History Barbourville
Terrence Robert Fitzgerald Radio Arts Lexington
Joseph Gilkey Florence English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts _ Paris
Sally Ann Fluent Sociology Prospect Heights, III.
Thomas Wayne Fortenbery* Political Science Providence
William Hifner Fortune History Lexington
Rinda Gay Fowlkes English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Bluefield, W. Va.
David Allan Frasier Political Science Glasgow
Patrick Joseph Furlong* History Lexington
Donald Poe Galloway* English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Brooksville
Virginia Ghee** Modern Foreign Languages Louisville
Sue Thomas Jobe Golan** Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Frederick J Gooding* Radio Arts Frankfort
Peggy Sandell Greenfield Psychology Lexington
William David Gregory History Mt. Vernon
Paul Daniel Gudgel History Frankfort
Vincent Daniel Richard Guide* History Lexington
Phyllis Anne Haddix English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Susan Burke Haley Modern Foreign Languages Owensboro
William Nils Haliday* Topical Field-Religious
Aspects of Culture Spottsville
Judith Lee Hamilton Topical Field-Child
Development Georgetown
Gay Garred Hardymon English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Shirley Lee Harned" Art Curundu, Canal Zone
Rosamond Dell Haskell English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Union
Harriet Boyd Hill English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Bowling Green
Sarah Jarrett Hodges Modern Foreign Languages Pikeville
Salin Holbert" Economics Owenton
Hedy Marta Homuth* Geography Clearwater Beach, Fla.
Agnes Therese Horstman * Psychology Loulsvi lie
Wilford James Host" Radio Arts Ashland




Ross l Crow" *
Ethelee Davidson
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Jeannine Lee Jackson Social Work Lexington
Jennie Lee James** English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Argo, Ill.
Patricia Ruth Jarvis English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Frankfort
James Henry Jeffries 111** Arts-Law Lexington
Robert Lynn Jeffries Diplomacy and International
Commerce Columbia
Billy Lee Jett Sociology Lexington
George William Jett History Lexington
Willie Allen Jordan English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lawrenceburg
Ellen Lee Kearby Political Science Hickman
Martha Mary Keffer English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Greensboro, N. C.
Carolyn Kelley Topical Field-Advertising
Design Williamson, W. Va.
Matthew M Keshishian History River Edge, N. J.
Martha Louise Kuebler** English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Louisville
Nancy Ann Lampson* English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Beaver Dam
Elizabeth Logan Lehman" Modern Foreign Languages Midway
Darrell McKelvie Lloyd" Art Laconia, Ind.
Julie Bridget McElroy Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Betty Ann Mace Social Work Fonde
Earl Franklin Martin, Jr. ** Arts-Law Hartford
Marlene Martin English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Cynthiana
Bruce Hager Mayhew, Jr .sociology Lexington
William Leroy Montague Political Science Versailles
Barbara Ann Moore Topical Field-Merchandising
and Advertising Louisville
Marilyn Jenrose Morgan English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Benton
Wesly Abram Morris English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Dorothy Jean Morton Chemistry Madisonville
Judith Aurelia Mosher* Art Louisville
Gordon Francis Mullins Political Science Williamstown
Peter Samuel Myers Radio Arts Mt. Olivet
Paul William Nickles" Topical Field-Advertising Frankfort
Robert A. Noel Chemistry Winchester
Frances Anne O'Connor English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Louisville
Lillian Hutchins Parson" English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Harrodsburg
Billie Rose Paxton** English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Greenville
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Martha Jane Phillips History ..
Nancy Wacker Pigg Modern Foreign Languages .
Glenna Mason Pope English Speech and
Dramatic Arts Richmond
\.- Larry Doreta Raikes'"''"' Arts-Law Hodgenville
Bonita Faye Reynolds Art Lexington
Donna Dee Rhew " Art Boaz
Jerald Homer Richards Philosophy Lexington
Billy Forest Rose Geography Clay City
Van Rosen" Psychology Covington
Fredrick Irwin Rosenberg Political Science Frankfort
Kenny Reuben Rosenberg Chemistry Louisville
Jane Leslie Ross English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Owensboro
Linda Brown Rue English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Harrodsburg
Carolyn Joy Scruggs History Norfolk, Va.
Richard Earl Sexton" '"' Toplcal Field-Transportation
and Communications Bellevue
Paul J. Shapiro" Sociology Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sandra Rose Sheriff Library Science Covington
Susan Wilson Sinclair Psychology Lexington
Garryl Colledge Sipple Political Science Morningview
Katherine Collier Slone English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Lynne Blair Smith English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Middlesboro
Hubert Mack Snider" English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Cecily Ann Sparks Mathematics Mountain Lakes, N. J.
John Packard Sprague'"'-- Philosophy Lexington
Margaret Clarice Orr Stephenson" English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Elizabeth Joan Stewart Modern Foreign Languages Louisville
Lee Houston Stinnett English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Madisonville
Carolyn Kay Stroud Diplomacy and International
Commerce Lexington
Virginia Elizabeth Sutterlin Psychology Miami Springs, Fla.
Burdette Gerald Taylor'"''"' Psychology : Lexington
Edward Herbert Thompson Chemistry Williamson, W. Va.
Thomas Monroe Tlppett " Political Science Louisville
Adrienne Todd Social Work Lexington
Vivian Lee Toner English, Speech and




* Degree awarded January 25,1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Frederick Emerson Waddell Topical Field-International
Politics .", , , , Florence
Sally May Walker , English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts "".". Richmond
Virginia Chambliss Walker ."" library Science " ,.." Lexington
Gloria Stinnett Washington** ",,, Library Science " , Lexington
Margaret Combs Watson .Enqllsh, Speech and
Dramatic Arts " .. Ashland
David Calvin Webb Psychology , Lexington
Bobby Ellis Weddle Chemistry Ewing
Robert James Wilcox" Anthropology Allen Park, Mich.
Bobbye Cross Wilhite* " , Library Science ",." , ".' Lexington
Richard T. Wilkins* * Philosophy Louisville
John Stark Willis Political Science Lexington
Howard Calvin Wilson" Art ", .." ", Lexington
Robert Kay Wood Chemistry Lexington
Charles Martin Woodward Ancient Languages Lexington
Samuel Patrick Wylie* English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts , Lexington
Anne Crutcher Young Philosophy , Frankfort
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
William David Arnett ,.. , Physics , ,."" "" Bandana
Walter Lee Arrington ..", , Zoology ,..",."., Louisa
Henry Stewart Beeler, Jr Anatomy and Physiology., Lebanon Junction
Charles Claiborne Bond" * Psychology "". Perryville
Jack Alan Brown" * Anatomy and Physiology Covington
Donald Phillip Canada" ,.."", Geology , , " .. , , Bronston
Nancy Ferguson Chapman Physics Danville
Judelle Craft , Microbiology , ,.,., ,. Hazard
Amanda Winston Darnell ",., Microbiology , ,.. , ",. Louisville
Nancey Belle Edmonds Zoology Big Stone Gap, Va.
John Walter Farmer Topical Field-Biological
and Social Bases of Behavior .. Fern Creek
Dean Cayce Finney" Chemistry ,., Lexington
Michael Dalton Flanagan Hygiene and Public Health Lexington
Martha Dickinson Frasier Physics Glasgow
Martin Gebrow* " Microbiology ., , ,.,. Louisville
Anthony George ,., "., " .. , Zoology ", " Lebanon
Jean Maxwell Gray Mathematics Anchorage
Murphy Howard Green** Arts-Medicine Harlan
Thomas Justin Green ,.." Zoology , , Lexington
David Laird Gullett** .v.Anatomy and Physiology West Uberty
Harold Gray Haines Microbiology Louisville
Ova O. Haney, Jr Zoology " Hodgenville
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Willibrordus Harjadi** Chemistry Bogor, Indonesia
Thomas McClellan Hooker, Jr. * Chemistry Hickman
Edward Noble Humston** Arts-Medicine Lawrenceburg
Mary Magalene Johnson** Zoology Lexington
William Virgil Judy* Anatomy and Physiology Millersburg
Gordon Wayne King* Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Richard William Knodel** Botany Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Gary Tilton Lester Physics Mayfield
Joe Kenneth Ligon* Geology Hanson
Mary Lou Lyons Mathematics Madisonville
John Edwin McClure, Jr." Geology Owensboro
Rudi G. Markl Geology Louisville
William Morgan Morton Anatomy and Physiology Newport
Marjorie Anna Mullen Physics Benham
James Ralph O'Rourke, Jr Topical Field-Biological
and Social Bases of Behavior Lexington
Ronald Edwin Overfield" * Arts-Medicine Henderson
Barbour Lee Perry Mathematics Frankfort
Darrel Estle Rains Anatomy and Physiology Williamsburg
Ray Lee Reeves" Physics Winchester
William Joseph Rundle Physics Lexington
Fred Arthur Schultz Zoology Fort Thomas
Samuel Vent Schuster 111* Mathematics Louisville
Paul E Shoemaker** Air Science Williamstown
Edward Pryor Smith Physics Campbellsburg
Charles Conway Souder Zoology Lexington
Robert G. Staggs* Geology Vanceburg
Mary Jane Templin Mathematics Lexington
James William Tolliver" Chemistry Ewing
Lawrence Thomas Wagers Zoology Hazard
Robert Phillip Wainscott Anatomy and Physiology Morning View
Franklin Wiley Watkins Air Science Pine Mountain
Samuel Clinton Webb** Anatomy and Physiology Neon
James Allan Webster Zoology Lexington
Nan Shelby Wells Zoology Glasgow
Patricia Jean Wright Zoology Lima, O.
Diane Yonkos" Mathematics Lexington
John McElwain Young Anatomy and Physiology Springfield
CANDIDATS FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM
NAME ADDRESS
Rex Le Roy Bailey Horse Cave
Tevis Lavon Bennett Muldraugh
June Allen Byers Louisville
Harry Morgan Childress" Versailles
Emajo Cocanougher Lebanon
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
Stewart B Hedcer" Sherman
Linda Austin Hockensmith Frankfort
Carole M. Martin** Trenton, N. J.
Mary Lucille Miller Hopkinsville
Robert Logan Orndorff Danville
James Monroe Phillips, Jr.** Paducah
Newton Turner Spencer Lexington
Herbert Arthur Steely* * Williamsburg
David Alan Stewart Lexington
Robert Michael Wenninger Lexington
Warren D. Wheat Covington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
George Carl Bitzer" * Newport
David Straker Bowman Chattanooga, Tenn.
Ivan Mayo Bradley Ashland
Alice Elizabeth Broadbent" * Hopkinsville
Josephine Caudill Blackey
Norma Anne Crawford* Charlotte, N. C.
Alice Marie Evenburgh Maysville
Marilyn McClure Hundley Lexington
George Kemper Kenton Lexington
Joyce Elizabeth Lewis Lexington
Sue Graham Puffenberger Ashland
May Weston Walker Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAME ADDRESS
Larry Norman Bare" Lexington
Diana Culver Blair Louisville
Glenda Gayle Clark Springfield
Wanda Ellen Evans" Barlow
Cecile Calvert Everett Maysville
Helen Johnnita Keller" Lexington
Patricia Calk Perkins Versailles
Jo Ann Woods Lexington
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
WILLIAM A. SEAY, Acting Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE
NAME ADDRESS
David Mitchell Allen , Sebree
Kenneth Cloyd Baker Bridgeport, W. Va.
Louis Glenn Bennett Columbia
Stuart Price Berryman Nicholasville
Charles Frederick Beyer- * Paducah
John James Brannen Maysville
William Larry Brawner" Glendale
Robert Kendall Broadbent" Cadiz
Smith Dudley Broadbent III Cadiz
Jerry Shaver Bruce Bremen
Glenn Paul Buhlig" Milton
Charles Shelby Buster , Lexington
Thomas Jerald Campbell" Nicholasville
Glenn Burton Collins Elliston
Christopher Columbus Combs" $' Falmouth
Emery Swinford Conyers Berry
William Lockwood Cordle * $' Ashland
Michael Dixon Courson Anchorage
Harvey Clark Crouch :.. Carlisle
John Forrest Davidson Russellville
Ben E. Davis" Beattyville
Kenneth Parker Ewing"ft Bradfordsville
John Peters Ferguson * Lexington
Gabriel Umboldo Gabriel * Stanford
Ellis Austin Green" Frankfort
James Sparks Hayes Cobb
Kenneth Neil Heilman" , Winchester
James Wallace Helm, Jr. * Lexington
Ronald J Hislope* Delmer
Joseph Porter Hoffman ** Georgetown
Thomas Irvin Isaacs Lebanon
William Abner Johnson** Nicholasville
Robert C. Lay* Brodhead
James Wayne Livesay Campbellsville
Lew Perrin McGee Lexington
Leroy Seaton McMullan Shelbyville
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
_'II' Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
Jerry Myron McRay,o,* Shelbyville
Hugh W. Mahin,o, Keene
James Brown Markley,o,* Lexington
William Kenneth Martin Clinton
Robert Wray Megibben* Paris
Gerald Edwin Milam Lewisburg
James Clarence Murphy* Lexington
Robert Altsheler Owen, Jr Cynthiana
Raymond Howard Peake Hodgenville
James Chandler Petty Gracey
Andrew J. Powell, Jr Turners Station
Norman Sidney Remmele Catlettsburg
Maitland Baker Rice, Jr Stanley
Jimmy Don Robinson Kevil
August Leonard Rosenberger Valley Station
Loren Edward Royal . , Hartford
Vernon Binford Sutton" Springfield
Claude Edward Threlkeld Sturgis
John Robert Walls . Paris
William Charles Weddle" Liberty
Elmer Leslie Westerfield" Lexington
Max Stewart White , Lewisport
Hugh Sam Williams* Stanford
Roger Joseph Woeste** Alexandria
David Francis Wynn Georgetown
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS
NAME ADDRESS
Ann Writt Anderson.. Lexington
Jennie Bell Arvin** La Grange
Carol Wickliffe Board Lexington
Sue Jane Brown Olmstead
Joyce Combs Cassity" Nicholasville
Rebecca Lynn Crutcher" . Utica
Patricia Mae Dolwtck , Erlanger
Donna Angeline Drury" Hopkinsville
Betty Ann Foley Owingsville
Margaret Ann Gaddie Campbellsville
Nancilynn Humphrey Gerlach Lexington
Rose Delores Goheen** Gilbertsville
Mary June Goodrich .. , , Sanders
Mildred Anne Graham Campbellsville
Ruth Ann Hatchett" Springfield
Sarah Carolyn Lee Herron" Calvert City
Carolyn Frances Houston ., Lexington
"Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
*" Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
Jane Kay Kuster Paris
Bettve Sue Langsford* Boston
Mary Alice Lay Barbourville
Mary Katherine Lovelace London
Marilynn Clell Loving** Ashland
Elizabeth Dianne Perkins Florence, Ala.
Marlona Trigg Ruggles Lexington
Betty Jean St. Clair* Falls of Rough
Sandra Laverne Sayers Covington
Martha Raye Sherfey** Glasgow
Patricia Mae Solomon Calvert City
Selvia Jean Webb Stephens" Whitley City
Gertrude Anna Thompson Paducah
Judith Gibson Turner Langley
Mallie Jo Vall Louisville
Betty Jean Walker* * Owenton
Ruth Edwina Weibel Saylor
Marilyn Neikirk Whitaker Springfield
Nancy Raye Wilson , Nicholasville
Barbara Elizabeth Wynns* Miami, Fla.
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
ROBERT EZEKIEL SHAVER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Robert Elston Boyer Turner Station
George Arthur Duncan Auburn
George William Long* Lexington
William Robert Sprague Sturgis
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Norma Faye Blankenship Lexington
Harold Newton Hicks Cattletsburg
William Brown Howell, Jr Harrodsburg
George Douglas Morris* Ashland
Lionel Joe Updyke Heidelberg
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Robert David Arnold Severna Park, Md.
Phillip King Ayres Lewisport
James Emmet Baker* Hopkinsville
Jack Banks" Isom
James William Berling** Fort Wright
Robert Emery Bowling Garrett
John Paul Breaden Wilmore
George Richard Buchanan Campbellsville
Doyle Eugene Buhl Williamsburg
Peter Sommers Burke" Locust Valley, N. Y.
Edward Alan Byers" * Lyndon
Walter Thomas Chambers, Jr Hopkinsville
Robert Perry Chipps Marion
Frank Carson Corley" Bowling Green
Paul Kenneth Coulter Louisville
David Carlton Cowherd Greensburg
John S. Cuphone** Little Ferry, N. J.
John Christopher Depp Owensboro
* Degree awarded January 25,1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
Jack Heiple Devers Frankfort
Harold Temple Diamond Lexington
Brents Dickinson 111 Lexington
Larry Elwood Epley" Russellville
Raymond Henry Erpenbeck * Covington
Jose Fendino-Paea" Colombia, S. A.
Joseph Nicholas Fister III '" Lexington
Bobby Ross Flener" * Morgantown
Paul Clark Fogle Cynthiana
Paul Ray Francis" * Monticello
Don Wayne Fuller Covington
William Edward Gott Drake
Paul Dennis Gravely" Somerset
William Coleman Gray , Lexington
Sammie Dean Guy Scottsville
Charles Franklin Hanna" Elizabethtown
Thomas Howard Hellbron Lexington
Sherrell Helm" Lexington
Gary Grant Howard* Pikeville
Thomas Graydon Ingram Williamsburg
Danny Jasper Science Hill
Neal Edmond Jenkins" " Campbellsburg
Vernon Rex Johnson" Russellville
Larry Morgan Judy* Cynthiana
Dale Joseph Kauzlick"'''' Lexington
William Howell Kennoy** Lexington
Otto Kroboth-Tomann** Caracas, Venez.
Jack Eugene Latham . Lexington
Howard Camnitz Lawson, Jr Waddy
Colin Campbell Lewis Springfield
Robert Johns Lewis" * Georgetown
Donald Ray Lynam" " Carlisle
Gayle Reeves McGregor* Benton
Joe Hogan Miller Rush
Donald Gregory Mills Morganfield
Charles Miller Milward , Lexington
Benjamin Houston Monarch* Hardinsburg
William Alfred Mossbarger, Jr. '" Lexington
David Douglas Pattison" Louisville
Larry Douglas Pinson Pikeville
Joseph L. Poage"'''' Brooksville
Ronald Jay Prtce "" Pleasantville, N. J.
John William Scott" Springfield
Billy Joe Sexton" Louisville
David Reno Shephard Bardstown
William Walden Sparkman" London
Eugene Bishop Staten" Ashland
George Gus Stathis" , Ludlow
'" Degree awarded January 25,1961.





Charles Martin Staton * Morehead
Ralph Woodrow Thompson, Jr." Eminence
Ramon Earl Ward* Lexington
Alfred Ward Western"" Richmond, Va.
Henry Jack Wilson** Mayfield
John Cyrus Wilson Liberty
William Sherman Wyatt, Jr." Orlando, Fla.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
James Keith Amster" Lexington
Billy J. Arnold Owensboro
John Charles Bailey Louisville
Marvin Ray Belew** Demossville
Marvin Ray Bell*'" Dawson Springs
George Reese Bentley, Jr. ** Pineville
Robert Lewis Berry Paris
Dewey Eugene Brewer Leeco
Olin Wayne Bryant* * Paducah
William Earl Carl* Versailles
Allen David Cline, Jr Pikeville
Travis Combs Hazard
Billy Shannon Compton** Rush
Charles Matthew Daniel Pathfork
Kermit Woodward Deal** Ashland
James Allen Dobbs" * Owensboro
Nicolas Dominguez* Lynch
Lauren John Fleischmann Lexington
James David Freeman Cumberland
Robert Lawrence Fugate* Hazard
Victor Van Funderburk Greensburg
Ova Gene Gabbard Sand Gap
Tom Sam Gerros Covington
William Howard Gould Staten Island, N. Y.
Richard Lauren Hllls " Lexington
James Payton Hodge** Lexington
Andrew Charles Hudak** Lynch
Charles Frederick Huffaker" Monticello
Richard Nichols Hull Irvington
Ercill Ray Hunt" Perry Park
Carl Neal Kelly* Leitchfield
Grady K. Lee, Jr Baxter
Donald Hugh Loy" Jamestown
Charles Harold McCracken· Hamilton, O.
Eric Lee Mangelsen* Lexington
Billy Berry Martin Onton
Roger Clay Mastin, Jr Lexington
", Degree awarded January 25, 196 T.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
Martin B. Monsky Brooklyn, N. Y.
Richard Montjoy 111* Lexington
Paul Wayne Phillips** Elkton
Harry Crawford Pritchett Sturgis
Gordon Gustav Rabanus" Cincinnati, O.
Raford Elmer Ramage** Burna
James Wallace Rice Winchester
Lisle Howard Roberts Monticello
Ronald Lee Sanders Lexington
Stanley Jearld Simandle** Versailles
Larry Lane Simms Springfield
Edward Calvern Slattery Frankfort
Thomas Francis Steely Corbin
Fayette Neal Stepp" Lexington
DeVere Armstrong Sturm, Jr Paducah
Don Curtis Taylor London
Edwin Clark Thomas Carlisle
Oscar Gardner Turner" * Lexington
Albert Michael Thompson '" Owensboro
Harry Lewis Trabue" Lexington
James Lee Vincent* * Munfordville
Thomas Hampton Williams Danville
Edwin Charles Young Paducah
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Leslie Haynes Adkins Lexington
Robert Bridgforth Archer, Jr Frankfort
Thomas Roger Baldridge Prestonsburg
Gene Delano Barber" * Lexington
Ermon Baxter" Lexington
Norman Atwood Brady* Lexington
Alfred Bobby Brydon * Summit, N. J.
Vernon Bernard Budde" Paducah
Charles Raymond Buschman Louisville
Wa Iter Ray Cashen * Owensboro
Charles Wickliffe Congleton Lexington
David Edward Crockett, Jr Louisville
Glen Damron Louisville
Charles Frederic Duffield** Sutton, W. Va.
William Edward Dunning* Eddyville
Homer Wendell Fannin, Jr.** Isonville
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
James Daniel Fischer Owensboro
John Franklin French* Elizabethtown
Larry Ray Gibson Wheelwright
William David Goins" * Frankfort
Robert Foster Graham Louisville
Ralph Edward Grimm* Alexandria
Frank Tilden Harrod Dayton, O.
Donald Lucas Hendry, Jr.* Lawrenceburg
John R. Hoard Louisville
Daniel Harte Holtzclaw" Stanford
Robert Bruce Irvine Ashland
Rodger Norman Jackson Louisville
James Thomas Jones Pineville
John Luther Loving** Dubois, Pa.
John David Lyle Ashland
Ballard Terry Mahurin* Louisville
Jack Raymond Mellott** Lexington
Robert Aldridge Montgomery* Lexington
Thomas Joel Parker Perry, N. Y.
James Douglas Polly Lexington
Robert Terry Reinheimer Lexington
James Earl Rhew* Boaz
Robert Parker Rose" St. Albans, W. Va.
Gordon K. Sapp" , Lexington
Randall Lee Savage Wurtland
Marvin Frederick Schmtdt " S. Ft. Mitchell
Martin Dale Scott" Lexington
Claude Fleet Shoun" Somerset
Gene Daryl Smith Cynthiana
Samuel Payne Smith ** Lawrenceburg
John Van Buren South" Frankfort
Richard Lee Trauth Louisville
Lee Vernon Treadway Lexington
James Earl Walker* Louisa
Richard Barber Watkins Bay Village, O.
Sammy Rose Webb Arlington
Richard Edward Young* Bellevue
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Charles Roy Dixon, Jr.** Sanford, N. C.
Julius Camillus Fister, Jr Lexington
Samuel Roy Kegley Portsmouth, O.
Richard Mauldin Mabry* Lexington
Leonard John Nedosik" Riverhead, N. Y.
James Edward Steedly, Jr.** Shepherdsville
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME 
COLLEGE OF LAW 
WILLIAM LEWIS MATTHEWS, JR., Dean 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS 
ADDRESS 
Robert Julian Beale ................................................... ................. ........... . Louisville 
John Young Brown, Jr ......................................................................... Lexington 
Arnold Dale Bryant ............ .. ...................................................................... Rogers 
William Irvin Bubenzer ........................................................................ Covington 
James Williams Clay ............................................................................ Henderson 
John Chesley Darsie, Jr ......................................................................... Frankfort 
Dewey Gene Dillman .......................................................................... Middlesboro 
William McGeorge Dishman .................................................................... Danville 
Morris Briggs Floyd ......................................................... ..... .... ............ Lexington 
James William Howerton" .................................................................... Lexington 
Jennings Bryan Johnson, Jr.• .......................................... ................ Williamsburg 
Thomas Logan Jones ......................................................................... . Greensburg 
Eugene Lawson King ....... ...... ......................................... ................... ... ...... Belfry 
William 0. Laslie" ................................................................................ Lexington 
Asa Reid little, Jr."' ............................................................................ Frenchburg 
William Anderson Logan* .................................................................. Brownsville 
David Foster McAnelly* ............................................................................ Liberty 
George Lanier McCombs ............. .. ................................................... Munfordville 
Ernest David Marshall* ........................................................................ Lexington 
Joseph Benton Murphy* ........................................................................ Campton 
John Robert Morgan ... ... .... .................... ...... ............................ ... . .. ...... Emmalena 
K. Sidney Neuman ..... .. .................. .......................... ................ .. ......... Lexington 
James Glenn Osborne* ..................................... ...... ....................... S. Ft. Mitchell 
Allen Prewitt, Jr ................................................................................... Versailles 
Greene Adam Settle, Jr.• ...................................................................... Lexington 
Robert Clyde Shelton ............................................................................ Carrollton 
James Walter Shepherd, Jr.* ...................... ... ..... ...................................... Carlisle 
Richard Woodridge Spears .................................................................. Georgetown 
Burke Benson Terrell ....................................................................... . ...... Paducah 
Larry Charles West .............................................................................. Covington 
Charles David Wickliffe .......................................................................... Paducah 
Harold Mason Wilson, Jr ..................................................................... Henderson 
Stephens Blakely Woodrough .......... ........... ... .................................. S. Ft. Mitchell 
Robert Gordon Zweigart ........................................................................ Lexington 
•Degree awarded January 25, 1961. 
• • Degree awarded August 5, 1960. 
32 
COLLEGEOF EDUCATION
LYMAN VERNON GINGER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHi\OR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Raymond Conrad Abbott·* History and Political Science Covington
Hasan Akdemir Special Education Ankara, Turkey
Yvone Davis Alexander Business Education Lexington
Dessle Smith Amburqey"" Elementary Education Bath
Nora Hammonds Amburgey·" Elementary Education Littcarr
Mary Lois C. Asher Elementary Education Barbourville
Dorothy Janice Atklns " Efementary Education Lexington
Betty Louise Auter Elementary Education Louisville
Jo Ann Aylor Language Area Hebron
Harley G Bailey, Jr Geography and Geology Hopkinsville
Dorothy Dakota Baker** Elementary Education Ft. Thomas
Ruth Crowe Baker** Elementary Education Covington
Billy Howard Baldwin* Physical Education Lexington
Glenna Mullins Barnett** Elementary Education Wilmore
Nancy Ann Barnett Elementary Education Somerset
Carol Joyce Benge Special Education S. Ft. Mitchell
Richard Stephen Bennett Biological Sciences Mayfield
Mayme Taylor Benton** Elementary Education Paris
Janice Marie Berryman English Mt. Sterling
Barbara Ann Blackburn Elementary Education Dry Ridge
Wickliffe Ann Bogard Elementary Education Winchester
George Ronald Boone Biological Sciences Louisville
Margaret Ann Born Biological Sciences Charleston, W. Va.
James Robert Bowie" Physical Education Detroit, Mich.
George Wallace Briscoe** Physical Education Middletown
Pauline Dozier Brown** Elementary Education Versailles
Larry Garmon Bruce" * Commerce Lexington
Margaret Ann Brumleve English Louisville
Ruth Ann Burdette" * Efementary Education Lexington
Marilyn McCants Burnside** History and Political
Science Winston Salem, N. C.
Mary Lou Bush Elementary Education Louisa
Verneda Faye Bybee" Elementary Education Lexington
Norma Jean Cable Elementary Education Burlington
Michael Dean Campbell * Science Area Columbia
* Degree awarded January 25,1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME MNOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Ray Moschel Canant English Lexington
Charles Edward Carlisle Commerce Madisonville
Susan Beverly Carr Elementary Education Fort Wayne, Ind.
Morris Klalr Caudill" English Jeremiah
Wilhelmina S. Caywood" Elementary Education Paris
Robert Gerold Centers History and Political Science Hueysville
Mary Jane Cheatham Physical Education Louisville
Mildred Fay Chlles "" Commerce Lexington
Margaret Sue Christie** Social Studies Area , Greensburg
Jule Ann Collins , Physical Education Henderson
Nadeau Conley Elementary Education Vest
Thelma Kohler Conway" '" Elementary Education Wheelwright
Clore Ann Corman Physical Education Nicholasville
Judith Ann Corson English Beverly, Mass.
Barbara Ann Cox"'''' ,." Music Hodgenville
Emma Jane Crace "" History and Political Science Winchester
Eleanor Camp Criswell" Elementary Education Hitchins
lila Leach Crowe Special Education Lexington
Virginia Lucille Cummins"'''' Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Doris Adams Daniel Business Education Madisonville
Ruth Stillings Davis Business Education Lexington
Marion Dempsey" Social Studies Area Lexington
Marcia Ann DeWitt Elementary Education Millersburg, O.
William Bryan Dickerson" Social Studies Area Lexington
Rush Floyd Dillion Mathematics Independence
Margaret Marie Dooley Elementary Education Lexington
Johanna Flynn Draper English Sherman
Ntetta Dunn Elementary Education Lexington
Patricia Jean Dunn"'''' English Lexington
Martha Diane Edwards Elementary Education Louisville
Shelley Ann Edwards" Elementary Education Greensburg
Gerald Emil Eisaman History Bethel Park, Pa.
Donald Lee Ellington** Social Studies Area Lexington
Virginia Gregory Elliott Elementary Education Lancaster
Emery Myers Emmert : Chemistry Lexington
Marcia Ann Evens" Elementary Education North Middletown
Melanie Fessler Speech and Drama Florence
Virginia Fincel Elementary Education Frankfort
Nancy Hope Flnk " Elementary Education Ann Arbor, Mich.
Jane Hunt Fitch English Lexington
linda May Fitch Elementary Education Lexington
Reynolds Phillip Flynn Physical Education Paris
Linda Lee Forester Biological Sciences Rock Springs, Ga.
Andrew David Franta Speech and Drama Lexington
Sylvia Smith Galnes "" Elementary Education Frankfort
Eunice Monhollen Gibbs"'''' Elementary Education Covington
Dorothy Caroline Gibson"'''' , Special Education Lexington
George Rolland Gibson" English Bath
Jeanette Gayle Glashagel Physical Education La Grange, Ill.
'" Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME MNOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Mary Carol Glunt" * Commerce Erlanger
Fern Cummins Godby* * Elementary Education Versailles
Gae Manning Good Elementary Education Lexington
Jean Marie Goulett French Washington, D. C.
Betty Jane Greene Physical Education Kingsport, Tenn.
Patricia Ann Greene Elementary Education Corbin
Barbara Sue Greer Elementary Education Knifley
Kermit Eugene Grider" Biological Sciences Russell Springs
Marian Elsie Haag* Business Education Fern Creek
Sandrella Hail Biological Sciences Somerset
Billie Nunn Hall** Elementary Education Stamping Ground
Virginia HaW * Elementary Education Pippa Passes
Anna Sue Hamilton Elementary Education Mayfield
Anneta Yvonne Handshoe* Library Science, History Hueysville
Judith Ann Harreld Elementary Education Owensboro
Helen Elizabeth Harris Elementary Education Henderson
David Lawrence Heizer Mathematics Lexington
Pearl Joseph Helton ** Elementary Education Hazard
Roy E Henry" Physical Education Cumberland
Elizabeth M. Hester English Lexington
Sarabel Hieronymus Music Lexington
Bessie Mae Hill English Lexington
Lillie Jean Holloway Business Education Taylorsville
Anna Coop Hopkins** Art Wheelersburg, O.
Sarah Katherine Horne Elementary Education Lexington
Johanna Camenisch Hounschell* * Elementary Education Midway
Sue Ann Hudson Elementary Education Louisville
Barbara Pickett Hulette Elementary Education Lexington
Nola Combs Hunt** Elementary Education State College, Pa.
Elizabeth Ann Jarvis Chemistry Olive Hill
Joseph E. Jeffries** Mathematics Liberty
Neleta Mae Jeffries Mathematics Lexington
Dorothy Jenkins Elementary Education Elizabethtown
Mary Elizabeth Jesse Elementary Education Somerset
Patsy Booher Jessee Elementary Education Lexington
Jeanne Lynne Jones Elementary Education Omar, W. Va.
LaMont Jones Music Lexington
Melvyn LeRoy Jones Elementary Education Louisville
Helen Elizabeth Judd Business Education Burkesville
Paula Marie Judd Elementary Education Frankfort
Annbruce H King Elementary Education Lexington
Beverly Brown King ** Elementary Education Lexington
Lou Ray King Physical Education Winchester
Hazel Marjorie Koger** Elementary Education Monticello
George W. Kyle Biological Sciences Lexington
Lois Elizabeth Langan Physical Education Louisville
Virginia Lee Lanthorne Elementary Education Ashland
Charlene LeBus Elementary Education Lexington
Jessica VanMeter LeBus Elementary Education Cynthiana
* Degree awarded January 25,1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Barbara Kasson Lencke Elementary Education Lexington
Bettie Jo Leslie" Elementary Education Lexington
Jean Ann Lester Elementary Education Central City
Judith Campbell Lewis Elementary Education Lexington
Elizabeth Baker Long* Elementary Education Cincinnati, O.
Lotrude Elaine Long English Lexington
Phyllis Rae Lutes" Physical Education Lexington
Robert Brucker Lyne English Oak Grove
Peggy Lou McBeath'" Business Education Liberty
William P. McCall*'" Biological Sciences Leitchfield
Nora Ewing McCarty" Elementary Education Frankfort
Kathrena Mae McCombs'" Elementary Education Brownsville
Anna Cray McCord Elementary Education Lexington
Esther P McElfresh** Elementary Education Cincinnati, O.
Robert William McFall Special Education Lexington
Joyce Ann Malcomb Elementary Education Louisville
Betty Ann Marcum Elementary Education Irvine
Ann Rodgers Martin Elementary Education Lexington
Harold Lee Martin* History Lexington
Patricia Sue Masten** Elementary Education Lexington
Donna Dugger Mauney Elementary Education Corbin
John Lee Miller** Physical Education Mt. Sterling
Nellie Dell Miller*'" Elementary Education Shelbyville
Diana Lee Mills Special Education Washington, D. C.
George Henry Mitchell'" History Somerset
Betty June Moman Business Education Morganfield
Bennie Lee Moore** Mathematics Garrett
Norma Kaye Moore Elementary Education Lexington
Eveard J. Mullins History Nicholasville
Margaret C. Munford*'" Elementary Education Frankfort
Katherine Elizabeth Murray Elementary Education Lexington
Pearl Groves Napier*'" Elementary Education Louisville
William Sheri Napier" Social Studies Area Lexington
Mary Ellen Nelson** Elementary Education Lexington
Judith Ann Nethery** English Lexington
Marjorie Penny Nicholls Elementary Education Indianapolis, Ind.
Margaret Jane Olmstead Elementary Education Coshocton, O.
Joy Maurine Ormsby French Fort Thomas
Fay Dudley Overstreet History Liberty
Inez Owens "" Elementary Education Bevinsville
Agnes Feck Parker t " Elementary Education Frankfort
James Richard Parsons Physical Education Yancey
Dorothy Lee Perrin Business Education Lexington
William Douglas Perry** History and Political Science .. S. Ft. Mitchell
Jennifer Thomas Phipps English Catlettsburg
Loris Eckler Points" Social Studies Area Lexington
Martha Ferguson Powell** Elementary Education Harlan
.. Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
... Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
James Lee Poynter Physical Education Danville
Danny Ray Quisenberry Mathematics Beaver Dam
Harold Dean Rainey Geography and Geology Winchester
Carol Byron Reed Elementary Education Lexington
Bethel Helton Rees* Elementary Education Brooksville
Susan Elaine Reisinger Special Education Middlesboro
Robert Joseph Renfro" Physical Education Lexington
Phyllis Reynolds" * Elementary Education Pippa Passes
Alford M. Robinson Physical Education Lexington
Leslie Howard Robinson Social Studies Area Covington
Margaret Jane Rollins* Elementary Education Lexington
John Paul Runden, Jr History .. . Upper Montclair, N. J.
Verbena Howard Sampsell" * Elementary Education Vicco
Eve Maurice Schweder" English Lexington
Elizabeth Spencer Scott" Elementary Education Paris
Don Roy Sebolt" Physical Education Lexington
Jane Piercey Sergent History and Political Science Lexington
Edwina Miller Setzer Elementary Education Lexington
Kay Stratton Shelton Business Education Lexington
Ruth Ann Shepherd Elementary Education Winchester
Gilbert Shirley** Mathematics Lexington
Betty Jo Shotton Business Education Louisville
Lois Elaine Shryock English Ludlow
Lillian Hartt Sizemore Elementary Education Covington
Arlice Gregory Smith" Elementary Education Lexington
Rena Kaye Smith English Ashland
Russell Sue Smith'll· Elementary Education Littcarr
Jennye Sue Smock Elementary Education Murray
James Edward Speare Mathematics Ashland
John William Spurrier 111* Social Studies Area Lexington
Paul Edward Stanley" 11' Elementary Education Campbellsville
Lois Faye Stephenson Elementary Education Ludlow
Louise Turpin Stevens't " Elementary Education Lexington
Richard Thomas Stevensf " Mathematics Lexington
Judith Salisbury Stewart Elementary Education Allen
James H. Stubblefield, Jr Physical Education Middletown
Charles Edward Sturgeon Physical Education Owensboro
Patricia Louise Sumner Spanish Somerset
Jacqueline Thompson Sutton** Elementary Education Mackville
Patricia Lee Talbott Elementary Education Lexington
Beatrice F. Thacker** Elementary Education Phyllis
Charles Francis Thornton Physical Education Owenton
Eleanor Lee Todd Elementary Education Lexington
Audrey Annette Tolbert Elementary Education Glencoe
Patricia Ruth Townsend" History and Political Science Anchorage
Donna Moyer Treadway Physical Education Sclotovllle, O.
Judith Ann Tribble Elementary Education Mt. Sterling
Joyce Ann Triplett** Business Education Lackey
Margaret Manning Triplett* Elementary Education Lexington
fr Degree awarded January 25,1961 .
... Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Judith Lynn Trivette" Elementary Education Lexington
Mattie Sue True** Elementary Education Frankfort
Jane Pemberton Tucker" Elementary Education Finchville
Margaret Edith H. Tucker** History and Political Science .. Campbellsville
Mona Faye Tumer" Elementary Education Lexington
Virginia Lee Van Arsdale Spanish Lexington
Shirley S. Vanderpool** Elementary Education McDowell
Polly G. Vicars" Elementary Education Lexington
Larry Kay Villines History and Political Science Slaughters
Diane Day Vittitow Physical Education Owensboro
Laurelee Ann Vry Elementary Education Lexington
Paul Herbert Waddles Biological Sciences Hindman
Billy Joe Walker History Beaver Dam
Barbara Gay Wall History and Political Science Fairfax, Va.
Evelyn J. Brown Walton" Elementary Education Lexington
Ronald Russell Walts* Mathematics Lexington
Bobby Gene Ward* Political Science Frankfort
Betty Dawn Weaver Elementary Education Lexington
Ada C Weddle Elementary Education Liberty
Margaret Griffin Weddle Elementary Education Liberty
Diana Jean Wendell English Belvidere, 111.
William Preston Whelan* Physical Education New Haven
Carolyn Louise White* History Erlanger
Charles L. Whitted* * Elementary Education Louisville
Lida Estelene Williams Elementary Education Frankfort
Ramona Lou Williams Mathematics Ashland
Ginger Thomas Wilson** Physical Education Irvington
Thelma Henson Wilson** Elementary Education Middletown
George Eugene Winfree** Business Education Danville
Pamela Edna Winkler Spanish S. Ft. Mitchell
Ann Gregory Woodward* Efementary Education Lexington
Rose Leah Worland* English, History Prestonsburg
Iris Valeria Young English Brodhead
Priscilla Hope Young Science Area Wilmore
Kitty Marguerite Zink* Elementary Education Lexington
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
CECI L CLAYTON CARPENTER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN COMMERCE
NAME ADDRESS
David Henry Abbott** Milton
Bobby Wayne Adams ....................•••.................................................... Lexington
William Olin Alexander Lexington
Richard Ronald Amwake Toronto, Canada
Jerry Ray Anders" Corbin
Robert Harold Bailey Lexington
William Robert Barker" Lexington
Robert Francis Barrett" Chicago, Ill.
Effie Morgan Begley* * Jackson
Harold Dean Belcher** Nicholasville
Conner Leeman Bennett" Paducah
Marcelle Denise Bergesen Jackson Heights, N. Y.
Halford Ross Bishop Grayson
Robert Edwin Blankenship* Lexington
Marvin Denny Brewer** Louisville
Jerry Gayle Bridges* Henderson
Marietta Booth Millersburg
Edward Joseph Bourne Somerset
Harry Howard Browning** .. Covington
Jack Collins Bradley Paducah
Kay Broecker.. . Pewee Valley
Nancy Tanner Cabot" * Honolulu, Hawaii
George Henderson Campbell- Jr. * Middlesboro
Charles Robert Carden Crestwood
Benjamin George Carter Cave City
Charles Schikry Cassis** Huntington, W. Va.
Kwang-soon Chun : Seoul, Korea
Stephen Rogers Clarke Maysville
Michael Alan Conner" * Hebron
Luther Fremont Corman" Lexington
James Alexander Cox" Gratz
Cecil Allen Crouch** Louisville
Philip Wesley Dixon" Hazard
Thomas McFall Dovel** Mt. Crawford, Va.
Ralph Gene Dunbar" Lexington
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
Wyatt Ray Duvall Frankfort
Gene Paul Dykes" Lexington
William Lemuel Easterling·· Hardy
Harvie Lee Eubank ** Covington
John Berryman Farra, Jr Lexington
John Taylor Ferrell*'" Harrodsburg
Kenneth Barton Fiser Lexington
James Walter Fogg* Trenton, N. J.
Dale Wakefield Garrett Irvine
Otto Colton Gartin, Jr." Lexington
Robert George Giesler, Jr Louisville
John Newton Gillham, Jr Lexington
Stuart Daniel Goldfarb* Lexington
William Clarke Gormley Lexington
Wanda Rae Gravens " Ludlow
Mavis Loretta Guffey Winchester
Matthew Peter Gustat III S. Williamson
Arthur Lee Haack Covington
Frederick Elden Haas, Jr Ft. Thomas
Mary Jo Harrod Louisville
James Marvin Hawk Bonnieville
William Dale Hester Louisville
Michael Calvert Hinton Louisville
Richard Lee Hocker Livermore
Frederic Connelly Holt . Louisville
Michael Bigler Howell Port Chester, N. Y.
Patsy Lowe Hubbard" * McAndrews
Richard Arnam Hulette Lexington
Samuel Maurice Isbell* Prestonsburg
Arthur Thomas Janes Louisville
Ned Glenn Jennings Carlisle
Betty Ann Jones Shelbyville
Jonathan Warren Jones Ramsey, Ind.
James Scott Judy Covington
Charley George Karambellas Maysville
Michael Cary Kessler :. Lexington
Lewis Taylor King Hopkinsville
John Winter Kirk, Jr Maysville
James Edward Kraus, Jr."'''' Cincinnati, O.
Richard Hartshorn Langan Louisville
Donald Erwin Lencke Lexington
William Raymond Lickert Lexington
John Rawls Livesay Richmond, Va.
Richard Albert Loeffler Louisville
Ronald Wells McCabe* Springfield
James Joseph McGlone** Lexington
Gene Lowell McGuire'" '" Covington
* Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
Frank Turney McKee Lexington
Shirley Mae McKinley Louisville
Jesse Clay McKnight" Georgetown
William Russell Mahaney Owensboro
Donald Bernard Maloney Skokie, III.
~ponald Anthony Martina Lexington
John Talbot Masten Lexington
Walter Paul Maynard" * Fort Wright
Charles Allen Mays Butler
Arthur Irvin Miller* Shepherdsville
Sara Ann Mock ** Hillsboro, O.
Harry Mokas, Jr Ashland
Benjamin Gardner Moore Louisville
Carolyn Ann Moore** Paris
John Robert Moore* Ashland
Dan Morgan, Jr Hyden
Philip Tyrone Morgan Augusta
Ronald wade Morgan** Hyden
William Joseph Morrow Owensboro
John Richard Mueller Louisville
William Gill Nash, Jr. * * Murray
Tanner Leigh Ottley Anna Maria, Fla.
Henry Clay Owen * Georgetown
Ronald Jerry Ozier Greenup, 111.
Betty Louise Pace Winchester
David Russell Page** Baltimore, Md.
Alton Peavy Lexington
Jere Lynn Pigue* Fulton
Robert Lee Pollard * Lexington
Bobby Glen Powell* Owenton
James Spruce Prather" Lexington
William Lewis Prather" Frankfort
Virginia Sawyer Priest Henderson
Clyde Kenneth Proctor" Harrodsburg
Jesse Emerson Raine* Lexington
Larry Andrew Ramsey" Lexington
Robert Samuel Ratliff* Winchester
Joseph Reid Raybourne* Springfield
David Cox Redding* Union
Ronald Richard Reuter Covington
Lowell Randall Rhodes Barbourville
Hadley Wayne Riddle" * Lexington
Mary Ann Rives Frankfort
Mary Lawrence Rogers Magnolia
James Harrison Rose Stanton
David Burnett Routledge Erlanger
Malcolm Dills Royse III Winchester
Larry Marshall Sams Bloomfield
William Joseph Schaben" Erlanger
• Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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NAME ADDRESS
Julia Yvonne Schenck** Carrollton
Charles Preston Schoolcraft Cain's Store
Patricia Lee Schooler Lancaster
Gordon Douglas Shadoan Somerset
Robert Charles Sholar Cadiz
Tony Sloan** Albany
Anthony Petitto Spadafora" Charleston, W. Va.
Phillip Michael Stewart Ashland
James Willard Stice" Lexington
James Ward Stocker" .. Burgin
Jerome August Stricker Southgate
Robert Guy Talamlnl . . Versailles
Robert Garland Tallent Winchester
John Marion Thomas Mayfield
Donald Jerry Thompson Lexington
Thomas Erwin Truempy . Lexington
William Theodore Tway, Jr. . Louisville
Jackie Lee Weaver ... Maysville
James Darrell Williams* * ; Shelbyville
Arthur Clifford Wilson* Lexington
Cullen Bryant Wilson.. Turkey Creek
James Paul Wilson" * . Lexington
Violet Lucile Wollner** ... Grafton, Wis.
John Woudsma New York, N. Y.
Richard R. Ziegler Parma, O.
* Degree awarded January 2S, 1961.
* * Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
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COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
EARL PLATT SLONE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHARMACY
NAME ADDRESS
William Edward Barrier Monticello
Walter Michael Bauman , Lexington
Charles Bardrick Beckmann Louisville
Suzette Brown Cynthiana
John Tyler Ceci I Owensboro
Harold Douglas Certain Sturgis
Carroll Coleman Cinnamond Frankfort
William Brown Clark Lexington
Margaret Sisk Eagan Leitchfield
Joseph Edelstein Morganfield
Wayne Jewell Farris Pineville
Donald Edward Fletcher Louisville
Ivan Lee Goldstein .. . Lexington
Edward Earl Greif Owensboro
Thomas Leonard Grimes Huntington, W. Va.
Ronald Jerrald Klutey Henderson
William Jessie Lawler Munfordville
Donald William Maas Huntingburg, Ind.
Ross Edward Melton Morgantown
Carole McDaniel Mobley Lexington
James Edward Moll Louisville
Paul Wendell Nixon Gamaliel
Wayne Evan Petry. . Ft. Thomas
Donald Woodburn Richardson Rowletts
Barbara Sharon Ring Narrows, Va.
Bernard Lee Ritchie, Jr Bardstown
Nancy Outland Samuels Lexington
Charles Wayne Shannon Louisville
Robert Gene Shelton Goody
David Samuel Shipley Sturgis
Billy Howard Smith Shepherdsville
Billy Lewis Stover*** Henderson
Gerald Francis Sturgeon Louisville
Gene Allen Thomas Owenton
Olen Ray Thomas , Cadiz
James Edward Walk New Albany, Ind.
*** Deqree awarded January 4, 1961.
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NAME ADDRESS
Robert Raymond Wallace Butler
Elizabeth Haggard Wedding Winchester
Marvin Weinberg Louisville
Jerrold David White Russellville
David Allan Wilcoxson Greensburg
Samuel Todd Wilson Irvine
William David Wooden Clarkson
44
COMMENCEMENT HONORS





Alice Elizabeth Broadbent" '"
Glenn Burton Collins
Lloyd Russell Cress" '"
Geri Lynn Denbo
Terrence Robert Fitzgerald
























* Degree awarded J enuarv 25, 1961.











Ross L. Crow" "I<



















John Packard Sprague "I< "I<
Thomas Francis Steely
Adrienne Todd




.. Degree awarded January 25, 1961.
** Degree awarded August 5, 1960.
Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6
or higher for at least three years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either




Honors in Ancient Languages and Literatures-Marion Martin Bell
Donald Dreyfuss
Charles Martin Woodward
Honors in Microbiology-Amanda Darnell
Honors in Modern Foreign Languages-Virginia Ghee
Honors in Music-Alice Broadbent
Alice Evenburgh
May Walker
Honors in Philosophy-Jerald T. Richards
John Packard Sprague
Honors in Political Science-Sue Ball
Honors in Social Work-Adrienne Todd
Honors in Sociology-Bruce H. Mayhew
Honors in Zoology-Lawrence Thomas Wagers
Nan Shelby Wells
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallions
The award is made to one man and one woman of the grad-
uating class of the University of Kentucky each year and to one
other person who is not a student of the University, who need
not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall
have some interest in, association with or relation to the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this




This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940. Each graduating class since
1917 has heard the charge and taken the
accompanying pledge.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new re-
lation to the University, to the State and to Ufe. The
University that has given you of its store of learning
looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now
conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your
part in the government, development and guidance of
the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you
larger intellectual interests, and widened your powers
of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is
satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach
prablems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in
your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you
will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for
what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material com-
fort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling of
work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest
in human life.
Meantimel the University's honor is your honor. In
your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To
your fellow mon, the University is measured by your
choracter, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to
be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women
of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted
to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship
of the University. It is right and fitting that you should
stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat this
pledge with me:
The Pledge
In the presence of this audience/ citizens ot the Common-
wealth and members af the University, with a strong sense af
my respansibility, I promise to hold my degree so no toss wilt
come to it through my harding, to regard it as a claim upon
my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge mysell to the service
al God and my lertow man.
In testimony of your conduct and purpose, the Uni-
versity Faculty recommending, the Boord of Trustees·
of the University has conferred upon you the Diploma
of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowl-
edged by the great Seal of the University.
rTHE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spang led Banner yet wave
0' er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
L
